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When this report was heing corrected a discussion about the Bersier probe developed in
connection with the consideration stated in paragraph 2.4.1. In this section the problem is tried
to be explained.

The basie idea of cables attached to electronies is that these can he considered as the most
important antennas, both for piek-up and emission. The net current through the cable is
responsible for the antenna action. This current is called the CM current by most people. Now
the problem arises that in practice confusion exists about the proper definitions of DM and
CM. In this case the question is who defines what is what.

The ground plane is essential when considering the Bersier test. In the setup the device under
test and the cables are at some distance above the plane. The average radiation resistance for a
cable above such a plane is 150 !J. For a coaxial cable the 150 !J is attached to the shield,
because the CM current flows on the shield. For asymmetric twisted pair there is a problem.

One may assume that the CM current flows symmetrically on the twisted pair, provided that
not only the cabIe, but the load and the source at the ends of the cable are symmetric as weIl.
The construction of the Bersier probe is based on the assumption that half of the CM current
flows in one lead of the cable and half of it in the other. In practiee this nice balanced
situation will not always be present. The question is if the equivalent source for the
harmonics in the switched mode power supply is balanced? Is it allowed to give the
equivalent circuit or does an uncertainty exist where inside the box the CM current is
generated?

The equivalent circuit in figure 2.4 gives the DC power supply, which is unbalanced,
connected to the ground plane. Of course the Bersier probe will reject the DC in this case.
Assuming that a similar unbalanced circuit generates the harmonics and when the device
under test and the ground plane are interconnected one actually measures half of the
differential mode voltage (VOM/2) for the harmonics instead ofthe generated CM current.

The device under test and the ground plane should not he connected directly. The basic
uncertainty of how the CM current is generated remains. It may be that for long balanced
cables the unbalance at both the ends is of less importance.

The given problem is very much a problem of the test setup; the device is connected to
'buffered' and 'standarized with 150!J' cables. In case of in situ tests the situation is more
dear. All cables are left where they are and current sensors around cables measure the true net
CM current.
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Abstract

This report describes the results ofthe work that has been perfonned for the final project at
the Eindhoven University ofTechnology in the Netherlands. The work was carried out at the
University ofStellenbosch, South Africa. Three issues have been dealt with during the total
project.

First ofall, chapter 1 describes the perfonned experlments to illustrate some basic features in
electromagnetic compatibility (BMC). Coupling mechanisms between cables are studied and
the experimental results are explained by theoretical considerations. The experlments are
carried out using different set-ups to illustrate the importance ofthe layout ofevery set-up. A
difference in the layout ofthe measurement equipment's cables can cause different results.
Furthermore, the behaviour ofa digital circuit with respect to the produced interference is
described. The noise caused by the fast rise and fall times ofthe voltage and the current effects
measurements on the circuit, as well as the neighbouring circuitry.

In chapter 2 the electromagnetic interference (BMI) on the output ofa switched mode power
supply (SMPS) is investigated using a Bersier probe and a Rogowski ooit as measurement
tools. The characteristics of these devices are determined and a comparison is made between
the two. Both sensors show the presence ofan induced signal on the output leads and that it is
possible to reduce this signal. It is illustrated that one cannot make a comparison between the
Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil direct1y without taking precautions in the calibration
process and during the experlmental phase.

Finally, a magnetic field probe to measure surface current distributions, is studied, constructed
and tested, as described in chapter 3. The device operates according to the square loop
magnetic field probe. By comparing theoretical and experimental results it can be shown that
the sensor is able to perform measurements in direction and in phase. A calibration factor has
to be taken into account. The probe can make stable and reproducible measurernents, provided
that the right precautions are taken. High-quality cables are necessary for this particular device
and an accurate system to move the probe at the same height along the surface is desirable.
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1 EMCprinciples ofsystem layout through basic experiments

1.1 Introduction

In this chapter several experiments are studied and perfonned. The objective is to illustrate

some important EMC principles in 'standard' measurements.

Firstly, the coupling concept between cables is considered. At the same time, the layout ofthe

measurement set-up ofthe experiments is examined. The latter shows the importance oftaking

great care with the configuration's layout when undertaking measurements that involve field

coupling. Different arrangements can cause differing results.

With respect to the coupling mechanisms, a theoretical derivation is carried out and compared

to the experimental results. The theory is developed because some deviations between the

theory and the experiments cannot be explained.

Secondly, the appearance ofnoise in a digital circuit is investigated. lts effect on particular

measurements and the crosstalk it causes on neighbouring circuitry is studied. A loop fonned

between the probe wires ofthe measurement equipment and a digital signallead gives rise to

incorrect results. The rise and fall times ofcurrents and voltages can be mentioned as the

cause ofnoise. A neighbouring circuit may experience a disturbance.

1.2 Apparently slmple low frequency measurements

The starting point ofthe experiments is given by [1]. In this paper two experiments on cable

crosstalk, found in the IEEE EMC Education Manual, are used. The experiments are carried

out and developed.

Two loops of2 m long ordinary household tlex are used to investigate crosstalk between

cables [1]. In the fust case the loops are separated, in the second a common ground return is

used. The experiments are shown in figure l.I. The two loops offlex are placed flat against

one another on a non-conducting surface. In both experiments loop1 is the driven loop and

loop2 is the victim. The signa! source is modelled as a perfect voltage source Vs and a 50 {}

resistor Rs. The load ofioopI consists ofa JO {}resistor Rl and that ofloop2 ofa 47 {}

resistor R2• The crosstalk in loop2 is measured as the voltage V2 across R2. The purpose ofthe

1
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Figure 1.1: Layoutofthe experiment3

experiments is to determine the voltage V2 due to the current flowing in loop1.

Because ofthe low impedance ofloop1 only magnetic field coupling due to the current

flowing in this loop is taken into consideration. So, in experiment-l the crosstalk is produced

by magnetic coupling, while in experiment-2 the crosstalk is produced by magnetic and

resistive coupling, the latter due to the common ground return.

The geometry ofthe used flex is shown in figure 1.2. Because ofthe significant magnetic

crosstalk, the plastic sheath bas no influence on

this coupling.

copper conductor

2a

2



1.2.1 Experiment 1: two separate loops

1.2.1a Theory

Considering figure 1.1a the current in loop1 is:

(1.1)

where

(1.2)

In (1.2) RI is the resistance per unit length ofthe copper conductor. Assurning that skin depth

effects can be neglected, thus an even current distribution is considered, this resistance can be

calculated as:

1
RI =--2

(T1fT (1.3)

where (J is the conductivity ofcopper (:::5.107 Slm) and where r is the radius ofthe copper

conductor.

LI in (1.2) is the self-induetance ofthe considered loop. This inductance is calculated as:

II B}.dS
~ = _S.:....l _

I}

The H-field can be determined using one ofMaxwell's equations:

3
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Figure 1.3: The coordinates ofthe experiment's layout

This assurnes that no displacement current is involved and magnetic field coupling is dominant.

Defining the coordinates as stated in figure 1.3 the magnetic field in loop1 caused by the

current in this loop is found as:

POil 1 1
B(y)=-(-t )

z 21f Y d- Y (1.6)

The magnetic field at either end ofthe loop is ignored as it is much smaller than the field along

the length ofthe loop. Then the self-induetance can he found as:

(1.7)

Now the electromotive force in loop2 can he determined using Faraday's law as:

(1.8)
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For the magnetic field in 100p2 caused by the current in loop1 it can be found that:

f.J i} 1 1
B (y)= -(-- )

z 2ff Y y- d

Thus:

. . -' (3d - aXd +a)
EMF;oop2 = - } liftz} lIj (2d _ aX2d +a)

(1.9)

(1.10)

It can be seen that the EMFloop] is a linear function ofthe frequency and the current in loop1.

Now the voltage V] across resistor R] is determined by:

where

EMFlooP2
~= ~

ZlooP2 (LH)

(1.12)

In (1.12) L:z is the self-inductance ofloop2, which is the same as the self-inductance ofloop1,

because ofthe symmetry.

1.2.1b Different setups

To show that several measurement equipments can give diverse results, three different setups

are used. The setups A, B and C are shown in figure 1.4.

In setup A no feeding coaxial cable comes near any ofthe loop's induced magnetic fields.

Thus, it is to be expected that this setups delivers good results.

5
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Figure 1.4: The different setupsforexperiment-1

Also in setup B no feeding coaxial cables come near any ofthe induced fields. And no closed

loops are formed near the magnetic fields, so no CM current can he induced. Thus, setup B is

also expected to deliver good results.

An extra connection is created in setup C in order to keep all the magnetic flux: in a ground

loop. This should not matter ifa cancellation ofthe total flux: occurs. However, any time

varying flux that is left in this loop induces a CM current in the path sketched in figure 1.4.

This CM current can couple into the measurement equipment through its transfer impedance.

Thus this setup is expected to give the worst results.

1.2.1c Measurements

The results ofthe measurements are depieted in figure 1.5 and compared to the field theory.

6



It must be noted that it was difficult to drive the signal generator to 20 V, as performed in [1].

In each measurement the open circuit voltage was set to 18 V, because this value was

manageable. Due to an inaccurate read-out ofthe signal generator, the frequency was

determined by using the oscilloscope each time. This method was also applied to

experiment-2.

The results for setup A and B show a voltage magnitude difference ofapproximately less than

2 dB compared to the field theory prediction. The phase difference is up to 20 deg different

from field theory at higher frequencies. In the case of setup C the voltage magnitude difference

is twice that ofthe setups A and B and the phase difference does not follow the field theory

prediction for low frequencies.
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Figure 1.5: Mea3urement results ofexperiment-l

1.2.2 Experiment-2: two loops with a common ground lead

1.2.2a Theory

Considering figure 1.1b the current in loop1 is the same as (1.1) using the same expressions

for ZIoop] (1.2), Rl (1.3) and L] (1.7). AgainFMFIoop] can be determined using (1.8). Different

integration limits in (1.9) leads to:

EMF. - _ . ,n· 1 (2d - a)a
loop2 - JIJp'} n (d _ a)(d +a)

7
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Again it can be seen that the FMF1oop2 is a linear function ofthe frequency and the current in

loop1. Because ofthe common ground lead a resistive electromotive force across loop2 is also

formed. This force arises from the voltage drop caused by /1 flowing through the common line

resistance and is given by:

(1.14)

Thus the voltage V2 across resistor R2 is determined by magnetic and resistive coupling and is:

(1.15)

in which ZIoop2 is given by (1.12).

J.2.2b Different setups

The different setups A, Band C are shown in figure 1.6. Setup A is expected to deliver good

results, because again no feeding coaxial cable comes near any ofthe in the loops induced

magnetic fields.

In setup B no feeding coaxial cables come near any ofthe induced fields. However, some of

the magnetic flux is trapped in a ground loop, shown with arrows. Because ofthe loop area

there is partial cancellation. Only a small CM current is induced. Thus this setup is expected to

give slightly worse results than setup A.

In setup C also a ground loop is formed, but the flux is partially enclosed as shown with

arrows. This leads to less cancellation in comparison to setup B. Thus a significant CM

current is induced. Secondly, cable leads to the probes add a new connection in parallel with

the centre conductor. Current that would only have flown along the centre conductor can also

flow over the oscilloscope. Due to these phenomena setup C is expected to give the worst

results.

8
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Figure 1.6: The different setupslor experiment-2

1.2.2c Measurements

The results of the measurements are depicted in figure 1.7 and are compared to the theory.

Setup Adelivers the best correlation to the field theory. For frequencies up to approximately

100 kHz the difference in voltage magnitude is less than 2 dB. The phase error increases for

frequencies up to 200 kHz and is less than 35 deg.

Setup B shows also a good magnitude correlation with the greatest difference in the higher

frequency region. The phase difference is about 40 deg at the highest frequencies.

Setup C does not follow the field theory that well. The figures show a magnitude error of

about 5 dB and a phase error of40 deg at the highest frequencies.

9
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Figure J.7: Measurement results ofexperiment-2

1.2.3 Errors

Quasi-statie conditions are assumed in all cases. For frequencies from 1 kHz up to 1 MHz the

wavelength ofthe signal varies between 300 mand 300 km, so the length of2 m ofthe used

conductors is much less than the wavelength. Therefore the assumption holds.

Reasons for the errors in the measurements compared to the field theory for both setups can

be explored. First ofall, the effects on the loop ends are ignored in the calculations. As the

contributions to the inductances from these ends are very small, this is valid.

Secondly, the skin effect is neglected. When skin depth effects are involved, the value ofRl is

higher at the higher frequencies than the expected value in (1.3). This only contributes to a

small difference in Rl so it is correct to neglect this effect.

The secondary effects seem to be more important in explaining the differences that are found.

These are the int1uences ofthe current in 100p2 on the current in loop1, and the absence ofthe

electric field coupling in the modelling.

10



1.2.4 Secondary effect

1.2.4a Experiment-l

The secondmy effect for experiment-l is calculated using the circuit model as shown in figure

1.8.
RB 21R.t

v.( :; fR'
• "\ j<..>M

~.~
~~

21R.t

Figure 1.8: Circuit model to calculate the secondary effectfor experiment-1

The currents in the two loops can he found using Kirchhoff's voltage laws:

(1.16)

(1.17)

Thus:

I
_ jOJ~

2 - 2 2
Z/oopl Z/oop2 +OJ M

11
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In (1.18) and (1.19) the self-inductances are the same as in (1.7), because ofthe symrnetry.

The mutual inductance between the loops is calculated using:

II BlodS
M = _S,:..2 _

11 (1.20)

The magnetic field as function ofthe y-coordinate is ofcourse the same as we found in (1.9).

Using that expression and filling in the correct integration limits it follows that:

M=~ln (Jd-aXd+a)
2K (2d - aX2d +a) (1.21)

Now the current in 100p1 is known. The expression for EMFIoop2 does not change so it is equal

to (1.10). With this the magnitude and the phase of V2 can be calculated. The percentage

difference compared to the neglect of the secondary effect is given in appendix I. The

differences are less than I % up to a frequency of I MHz in both cases.

I.2.4b Experiment-2

The secondary effect for experiment-2 is calculated using a circuit model as shown in figure

1.9.

r-...fI,RsV'v- ....!IJV'IRtv-- ---.. j<.>1., ~_--,
•

RI

•
j<.>1.,

Figure 1.9: Circuit model to calcu/ale the secondaryefJectforexperiment-2
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The currents in the two loops again can be found using Kirchhotf's voltage laws:

(1.22)

(1.23)

Thus:

/2 = (IR, +joM)V~ 2

ZiooPIZloop2 - (IR, +)(lJM)

(1.24)

(1.25)

In (1.24) and (1.25) the self-inductances are the same as in (1.7), because ofthe syrnmetry.

The mutual inductance between the loops is calculated using (1.20) and the correct integration

limits. The magnetic field as fimction ofthey-coordinate is the same as we found in (1.9).

Thus:

M = p1ln (2d - r)r
21! (d - r)(d + r)

(1.26)

Now the current in loop1 is known. The expressions for EMFloop2 and EMFreg2 do not change

and are equal to (1.13) and (1.14) respectively. The magnitude and the phase of V2 cao be

determined. The percentage difference compared to the neglect ofthe secondary effect is

given in appendix I. The differences are less than 1 % up to a frequency of 1 MHz in both

cases.

1.2.4c Findings

From the calculations it is clear that the secondary effect due to the influence that the current

13



in the victim loop has on the current in the driven loop, does not matter. The question remains

as to how the differences in field theory and measurements can be explained. Therefore also

the electric field coupling, which is ignored thus far, is considered.

1.2.5 Electric and magnetic field coupling

Capacitive coupling appears, although the impedance ofthe loops is low. It may be that this

type ofcoupling cannot be neglected. Also an inaccuracy in phase in all measurements points

to tOO presence ofa capacitance.

Both electric and magnetic fields exist and both contribute to the field coupling. To investigate

this crosstalk a simulation that takes into account capacitance is done. The capacitances taken

into account are the ones between the wires that are separated at a distance d. These are the

most important; the others are much smaller and are less easy to determine due to the other

lead(s) in between.

J.2.5a Experiment-J

Figure 1.10 shows the circuit model for experiment-1 used in SPICE. The capacitors Cl and

C] are the self-capacitances of loop1 and 100p2 respectively and Cl] is the mutual capacitance

between them.

v

Figure J.JO: SP/CE circuit modellor experiment-J, taking into account
electric and magneticfield coupling

14



The capacitance oftwo parallel wires with radius Q and the centre ofthe conductors at a

distance dis given by [2]:

(1.27)

In (1.27) the dielectric constant is set equal to the constant in vacuum Co because ofsimplicity.

Further, it is supposed that for the considered frequency range the dielectric constant is

independent of the frequency. The coupling factor for the transformer is determined using:

M
k - ---====

- ~LIL2
(1.28)

where L] and /'] are the same as (1.7) andMis equal to (1.21).With the equations (1.27) and

(1.28) ûn~ can determine C = 0.59 nF/m and k = 0.054.

The SPICE results are shown in figure 1.11 One cao see that this simulation corresponds to

the measurements, both in magnitude and phase of V]-,
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a) Amp/ilude ofthe inducedvo/tage b) Phase ofthe inducedvoltage

Figure 1.11: SP/CE resu/l3forerperiment-l talcing into account both capacitive and inductive coup/ing
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l.2.5b Erperiment-2

Figure 1.12 shows the circuit model for experiment-2 used in SPICE. The capacitances

between the considered wires are determined using (1.27) and result in the same values as in

the first experiment due to the similarity.

Rs I~
,-,----_..;.,\,----

~R)

------..".,/J,----~--__O'------

k
_.:-rY'"'(-....._

l~

_ - '/I.J\, _
;;:

Figure 1,12: SP/CE circuit modelfor experiment-2. taki"g onto account
eleclric and magneticfield coupling

The coupling factor for the transformer is determined using (1.28) where again LJ and L., are

equal te (1.7) and now M is the same as (1.26).

The SPICE results are shown in figure 1.13 Again one can see that this simulation

corresponds to the measurements, both in magnitude and ph2se of Vl'
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b) Amplitude ofthe inducedvoltage b) Phase ofthe inducedvoltage

Figure 1.12: SP/CE resulrs for experiment-2 taking inlo account bath capacitive and inductive coupling
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J.2.5c Findings

From simulations it is clear that, when measurement and theory have to correspond, electric

field coupling can not be ignored in this experiment. It is also clear from simulations that the

considered capacitors are all significant. Neglect ofa capacitance leads again to an undesired

difference between measurement and theory, both in magnitude and in phase.

1.2.6 Conclusions

At first field theory and measurements did not correspond as well. Two possible important

reasons were mentioned. Firstly the secondary effect while only magnftic field coupling is

taken into consideration. It is shown that this does not matter that much, only less than one

percent. Secondly the same effect but now taking into account both magnetic and electric field

coupling. The simulation shows that theory and measurement correspond well. So it is clear

that not only magnetic crosstalk, but also electric crosstalk at these circuit impedances is

important (to alesser extent with low impedance).

Further, it is possible to make measurements that involve field coupling. But before carrying

out the experiments, great care must be taken involving the layout and measurement setup.

It is clear from the experiments that a common return is not a good idea. Induced CM currents

in ground loops formed by the grounding of the probes, oscilloscope and the function

generator can easily couple into the measurement equipment via its transfer impedance (the

ground loop formed by the function generator and its leads is not taken into account in this

experiment).

It is also clear that the measurement setup is vital. The measurements that avoid feeding

coaxial cables near any of the induced magnetic fields and the ones that avoid CM currents

produce results closest to the theory. So great care must be taken to avoid these induced CM

currents in the measurement equipment.
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1.3 Noise in digital circuits

The purpose ofthese experiments is to show the effect ofnoise, created by digital circuits, and

its crosstalk to neighbouring circuitry. The circuit layout used for the fust experiment is

shown in figure 1.14.

Groundwire
Gnd

Figure 1.14: Conjiguration of/he digita/ circuit wed in /he experiments

Gnd

In the experiments two IC's oftype 74LSOO are used, driven by a 6 MHz crystal oscillator.

The spacing between the IC's is maximised and the oscillator's output is connected to all the

NAND gate inputs ofICt. One ofthe outputs ofICl is connected to all the NAND gate

inputs ofIC2.

1.3.1 The effects of the ground lead

AD attempt is made to measure the voltage across the ground conductor using a nonnal

calibrated scope probe. The probe and ground connections are placed 10 cm apart and are

moved closer together while making measurements.

Firstly, the voltage is determined by the drop due to the current flowing through the ground

wire resistance. Secondly, the alternating current flowing in the ground wire induces a voltage

across the conductor due to its self-inductance, described by:

di
V = L

L dt
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In (1.29) Lis the self-inductance ofthe conductor. However, while making measurements by

putting the probe and ground connections across the ground wire, a loop is fonned as shown

in figure 1.15. The measurement loop inductance is determined by:

IJ Ris
SloopL

loo
= ----"--

'P I (1.30)

One can see that Lloup is related to the loop area. When doing the measurements as described it

is to be expected that the voltage drops while moving the probe connections together due to

the decrease ofthe loop area. The di/di is a constant property of the used digital circuit and

does not cause any change as the loop area is reduced.

groundwire

loop area ""

probe

Figure 1.15: Loop fomred by the ground lead
and the probe connections

The measurements show a voltage of550 mVin the case ofa 10 cm distanee between the

probe connections and this voltage drops down to 90 mV in the case ofthe probe connections

1 cm distant. When the loop is minimised by twisting the ground link around the probe the

measured voltage is less than 90 mV which is expected.

The measurement is repeated using a custom made probe. This probe is placed in a shielded

box in order to minimise the magnetic field piek-up, as depicted in figure 1.16. Ifthe box is

working as it is meaot to be, then no closed loop is formed by the ground wire and the probe

connections and no measurement loop self-inductance is defined. In that case it is to be

expected that the voltage is only caused by the resistance ofthe wire. However, the loop cao

close via the capacitances between the probe leads and the shielded box, certainly at high

frequencies.
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"'do/bar·••.......

feeddrrough _dor

Figure 1.16: An attempt to meQ3ure the voltage cross the ground lead
using a shielded box

The results show a voltage of14 mV for the 10 cm measurement case. Compared to the

preceding measurements the box reduces magnetic field pick-up. But the question arises as to

whether the voltage is due to only resistive coupling or due to both coupling mechanisms. The

diameter ofthe used copper «(J':15.107Slm) ground wire is measured to be about 0.5 mmo Thus

the resistance of 10 cm wire is about 10.2 mil. The IC's maximum supply current is 9 mA as

found in the data sheet. So the maximum voltage drop due to resistance is about 90 Ji V.

Compared to the measurements it is clear that magnetic field coupling is dominant, so the

shielded box does not work as intended.

As one can see, measures can be taken to intl.uence field pick up from the digital circuit. The

coupling effect may be demonstrated by placing the digital circuit next to another circuit.

These circuits operate side by side and make use ofthe same ground lead. The purpose of

good layout design can be shown when the victim consists ofan analog circuit, because it is

much more sensitive to noise than digital circuitry. Such an analog circuit typica1ly contains a

signal source, an amplifier and a detector. When this circuit bas a read-out proportional to the

disturbance picked up, the effects ofseveral measures on layout can be illustrated.

1.3.2 Fields associated with digital signal paths

The objective ofthis experiment is to show electric field coupling associated with high speed

voltage transients and magnetic field coupling associated with high speed current transients.
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The configuration offigure 1.14 is used again, with the change that the signal wire is

lengthened and bent in a horizontal rectangular loop. The electric and magnetic fields are

measured using two open arms ofaresistor and a loop formed by the resistor, respectively.

First a 39 a resistor loop is used to determine magnetic field coupling. Noting that the ground

ofthe probe forms an additionalloop, the resistor loop and the probe configuration is referred

to as the detector probe. The magnetic field is measured by keeping the probe in the horizontal

plane.

The time varying current in the signallead creates a time varying magnetic field around it.

The field couples to the detector probe where the voltage across the resistor cao be derived

from (1.29). As before, tbe coupling is determined by the probe area, so the bigger the area

the higher the induced voltage across the resistor.

The magnetic field is measured in the signa! wire horizontal plane, as defined in figure 1.14.

Measurements show that the highest magnetic fields occur in the corners at the inside ofthis

horizontal plane. At these locations there is more flux density. Inside the plane the measured

magnetic field is higher than outside, at the other side ofthe signal wire. Tbe flux density is the

highest inside the signal wire horizontal plane. Twisting the probe's ground wire around the

probe shows the same pattern, but now the value ofthe voltage is less, as expected.

Second a 1Ma straight resistor is used to determine the electric field coupling. A coupling

capacitance is formed between the signal wire and the detector probe. This capacitance

decreases with distance between the two. Because we are interested in the electric field pick

up, the probe's ground wire is twisted around the probe to minimize the magnetic coupling.

Measurements show that the order ofelectric field is the same inside and outside the signa!

wire horizontal plane, except in the corners. Here the field appears higher. More electric field

lines from signa! wire are able to end on the detector probe.

Tbe fact that electric field pick up occurs in the case we want to determine magnetic field pick

up and vice versa is neglected. The purpose is on1y to demonstrate the two field distributions

in the signal wire horizontal plane. That is why a low resistor value and an high resistor value

are used respectively.

To show the effect ofthe influence ofboth fields together a third experiment is carried out.

One leg ofthe 1Ma resistor is extended and twisted around the signa! wire to increase
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capacitive coupling. To take into account inductive coupling as weIl, the probe's ground wire

is not twisted around the probe anymore. The voltage across the resistor is measured fust with

the ground connected to the short side and second with the ground connected to the extended

side, as illustrated in figure 1.17. Now there is a significant combination ofmagnetic and

capacitive coupling. The direction ofthe two currents follows from figure 1.17. In the fust

situation the two currents are directed in the same way, while in the second one these currents

are equal, but directed in the opposite way. Measurements show a voltage of152 mV in the

fust case, while in the second case a voltage of22 mV is measured.

Figure 1.17: Two situations ofthe probe 's connections

1.3.3 Sympathetic triggering

The purpose ofthis experiment is to show how a switch action can coupIe to a nearby digital

circuit. The circuit configuration for this experiment is shown in figure 1.18. In this figure DI

and D2 are LEDs and a 74LSOO IC provides the NAND gates..

330

DlReset q
1

Figure 1.18: Configuration for the 'sympathetic triggering •experiment
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A coupling capacitance is present between the 30 V power supply lead and the signallead.

When switching Dl 'on' this capacitance and the dv/dt results in a coupled current in the

signal wire, enough to trigger the flip flop. Due to this signal the state of the flip flop changes

and D2 lights up (assumed that D2 is off at fust).

The measurement shows indeed that when switching the power supply on both of the LEDs

light up. Coupling ceases to occur when the supply voltage is about 12 V. In this case the

value ofdv/dt is insufficient to induce a current high enough to give a clock signal to the flip

flop.

1.3.4 Conclusions

Measuring the voltage across a digital signallead is problematic due to the loop formed

between the probe wires and the conductor itself This loop picks up magnetic flux from the

digital circuit when no measures are taken to prevent this.

As one cao see from the experiments the rise and fall times ofvoltages and currents are to

blame for the noise created by a digital circuit. This noise can have a disturbing effect on

neighbouring circuitry. It is clear that no sensitive circuit should be coupled to a digital circuit

by use ofa straight common ground directly. Care must be taken to keep the transfer

impedance low.

Further, a changing voltage in a conductor creates an electric field which may couple to

another conductor. Thus a current is induced in the victim lead which may create an signal that

has an undesired effect on its circuit. Caution with regard to capacitive coupling has to be

taken in the layout oftwo digital circuits operating near each other.
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2 EMI eonsiderations ofa Switehed Mode Power Supply using a

Bersier probe and a Rogowski eoit

2.1 Introduction

For most analog and digital electronic systems regulated dc power supplies, which in turn are

supplied by the main power lines, are needed. These supplies are designed to meet [3]

• a regulated output or outputs, which implies that the output voltage must be held

constant (within a specified tolerance for changes),

• multiple outputs, which means that there may be several outputs that can differ in

voltage and current ratings, and

• isolation criteria, requiring the output to be electrically isolated from the input.

Advances in semiconductor technology have led to switching power supplies, which have two

major advances over the former power supplies. These are

• reduction in power losses, because the switching elements operate in either the

completelyon or completely offmode, and

• the smaller sizes andweights ofthe transformer due to the higher frequencies used,

compared to the 50 or 60 Hz transformer used in a linear supply.

There is a trend for higher switching frequencies above the lcHz-region into the MHz-region.

Due to the rapid changes in voltages and currents the Switched Mode Power Supply (SMPS)

in general can be an important source ofelectromagnetic interference (EMI), either with its

own operation or with other equipment. In this section the operation ofa SMPS used in PC

configurations is investigated with respect to the interference on its output. An existing power

supply, as used in a common PC, is studied.

For the expected BMI, various measurements, using a Bersier probe and a Rogowski coil, are

undertaken. The following questions can be posed: what are the levels ofdisturbance in the

existing configuration and what measures can be taken to possibly improve the supply's

performance? How do the Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil act in the specific

measurements compared to each other? To make a decision on what type ofinterference is

dealt with, two different loads are used during the measurements.
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2.2 Operation of the SMPS

2.2.1 General considerations

In figure 2.1 the block diagram ofa general SMPS is depicted. To prevent conducted EMI

coming from or leaving via the mains an BMI-filter is used at the equipment's input. The input

ac voltage is rectified into an unregulated dc voltage of 320 Vby means ofa diode rectifier (a

voltage doubler can be used, depending on the input voltage of 230 VQC or 115 VQC

respectively). Next a dc-dc converter changes the obtained unregulated dc voltage from one

level to another through high frequency switching. This produces a high frequency ac voltage

across the (ht) isolation transfonner and a stabie regulated voltage is obtained by means ofa

voltage regulator.

IC

. t!!i:.t!!;.f.'!.~r.§!.l!!! .

~ ~
EMI I--~ ~cr umeguWed~ ~ ~er f---;':';~===dc__---,--V~CIlIt

.... I.. ~~~ ::..__ .._,
.. ww u ~

1_.._.:~: _ I1 _._=_.. __.. y~~ ..1
feedback

Figure 2.1: B10ck diagram ofa SwitchedMode Power Supply {3]

The feedback loop drives the switches that control the hf-transfonner as shown in figure 2.2.

The difference between the actual output V0IlI ofthe SMPS and the desired output VOIlIdis

amplified and used as the control voltage in a comparator. The latter component makes use of

astabie repetitive wavefonn as reference and in this way the control signal (i.e. tOll and toff) for

the switching elements is detennined. Thus the level ofthe control voltage obtained by the

comparator determines tOll and toffand therefore the switch control signal Vno'
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comparator

Figure 3.2: Feedback control ofthe SwitchedMode Power Supply [3J

2.2.2 The Half-Bridge type SMPS

In practice different types ofSMPS are available with their own advantages and disadvantages

for specific purposes. The SMPS used for our purpose is obtained from an ordinary PC. The

device is ofthe 'half-bridge' type operating at a switching frequency of

30 kHz with multiple outputs.

The half-bridge type SMPS is depicted schematically in figure 2.3. At turn offthe energy

stored in the primary winding results in an high voltage transient, typically about 800 V. The

switching elements operate as desired until about 500 V, above this voltage they may be

damaged. In the presence of800 V two transistors are used in most ofthe SMPS circuits.

R C rl TI

uov-I~ D m L..v.

B =ov~v.

Ift~17Mr D

R C rl 1'2

v_

Figure 2.3: &hematic ofthe half-bridge SwitchedMode Power Supply [4J
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2.3 EMI considerations

Power electronic equipment making use ofswitching converters is a source ofEMI due to the

rapid changes in voltage and current. This EMI can affect either the supply's own operation or

equipment in its proximity.

The EMI is divided into radiated and conducted noise. The switching converters, i.e. the

isolating transformers, supplied by the power lines, generate conducted noise into these lines.

Usually this noise is several orders ofmagnitude higher than the radiated noise. The latter

component can be reduced by metal cabinets, usually used for housing the supply. Often the

conductors act like important antennas that cannot be neglected.

The conducted noise consists ofthe DM and the CM categories. The DM signal is the line-to

line voltage or line current, the CM signal is the line-to-ground voltage or current. Because of

short rise and fall times the sawtooth waveform contains significant energy levels at harmonic

frequencies, several orders above the fundamental frequency. The transmission ofDM-noise

can appear through

• the input line to the utility device, and

• the dc-side network to the load.

The transmission ofCM noise can appear through

•
•

2.4

conduction paths due to stray capacitances between components, and

connections with the environment via conducting leads or stray capacitances. A loop is

formed and is closed via this environment. For safety reasons most power electronic

equipment bas a grounded cabinet. Noise appearing on ground leads mainly as CM

currents contributes significantly to EMI.

Measurement equipment

Before the interference measurements can be carried out, the measurement equipment

consisting ofthe Bersier probe, the Rogowski coil and the spectrum analyser, should be
considered.
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2.4.1 The Denier probe

2.4.1a Operation

The Bersier test is a useful tooI for carrying out immunity and emission tests, both at

equipment and circuit board level [5]. The emphasis is on currents. For immunity, CM

currents are injected on connecting cables and the effect on performance is measured by means

ofa probe connected to a read-out. For the purpose ofdetermining the interference that

appears on the output ofthe particular SMPS, the Bersier probe can also be used. The CM

currents are assumed to be already present on the output due to the coupling mechanism

between the SMPS and the output leads.

The Bersier probe consists ofa network ofthree resistors and two capacitors and is connected

across a load to the output leads ofthe SMPS. The output ofthe measurement probe is

connected to a spectrum analyser with terminating impedance Zo. Figure 2.4 shows this

configuration. The capacitors block the output voltage of the SMPS, so that high frequency

signals can pass. Since in this case the (DM) output is dc, only CM signals are able to pass the

capacitors. The resistors ensure a probe's impedance of 150 [Jas viewed from the DUT.

.............J!~~~~ .

c

R,=740

R.=640

C=lOnF

+

c

Figure 2.4: The Bersierprobe measurement configuration
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2.4.1b Transfer impedanee

An expression for the transfer impedance ofthe Bersier probe measurement configuration can

be defined after consideration offigure 2.4. The DM current is blocked by the capacitors thus

for the measured output voltage yields:

(2.1)

Through analysis, the defined transfer impedance cao be found as:

(2.2)

Taking into account the values ofthe components a plot ofthe absolute value ofthe transfer

impedance versus frequency is shown in figure 2.5. The value ofthe terminating impedance is

dependent ofthe spectrum analyser and equals 50 Ofor the used type, i.e. HP8590L.

The transfer impedance ofthe measurement configuration decreases from about 23.5 Oas

plotted in the low frequency range and approaches 19.7 Ofor frequencies above 2MHz. By

measuring the output voltage using the spectrum analyser, it is now possible to establish the

amount ofthe disturbance on the SMPS output leads.

2.4.1c Calibration for measurement purposes

The calibration ofthe Bersier probe implies an experimental determination ofthe transfer

impedance including connecting cables and connectors.

The probe is regarded as a two-port system with the primary at the SMPS output leads to be

measured and the secondary at the probe configuration. A two-port S-parameter measurement

can be carried out using a network analyser. When both ports ofthe network analyser are

terminated with 50 0 (in a real measurement this will not be the case; how to deal with this is

discussed in § 2.4.4) the S-parameters cao be converted to Z-parameters according to [6]:
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(2.3)

where Z and S stand for the Z- and S-parameter matrices respectively, I is the 2x2-identity

matrix and Ro is the characteristic impedance from which the S-parameters are defined. Once

the Z-parameters are known the transfer impedance can be determined using:

(2.4)

The S-parameters are measured using the network analyser type HP8753 which has both ports

terminated with impedances of50 il. Figure 2.5 depicts the results when the above method is

used to calculate the transfer impedance. One can see that experiment and theory correspond

weU with respect to each other.
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Figure 2.5:

2.4.2 The Rogowski con

2.4.2a Operation

Transfer impedanee ofthe Bersier
probe

Usually the Rogowski coil, which is a special type ofa mutual inductor, is used for measuring

high alternating currents when no galvanic contact between the DUT and the measurement
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probe is desired. This device can also be used for the purpose ofmeasuring low intensity

signals, as investigated in [7].

Figure 2.6: Measurement configuration using the Rogowski coi/

Consider figure 2.6. When a current flows in the wire to be measured a magnetic field is

created around it, according to Ampère's law. This magnetic field is intercepted by the

Rogowski coil, as per Faraday's law. The result is an EMF, measured as a voltage VcoiJ over

the coil's terminals. This induced voltage can be related to the input current I i" in the wire by

the transfer impedance ZT ofthe system as:

(2.5)

This measurement device is sensitive to changing magnetic fields. The output of the SMPS is a

dc signal, so that in this case the Rogowski coil determines the net current in the cabie.

2.4.2b Transfer impedance

An expression for the transfer impedance ZT can be derived when figure 2.7 is considered.

I;., Rw
>

~+ + +

Vin ~ ~ VoaiJ Va

r
Figure 2.7 &hematic to detennine /he Rogowski coi/'s transfer impedance [7J
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The resistance ofthe Rogowski coil wire R" and the capacitances (between adjacent turns,

between the coil and the compensation turn and between the coil and the source circuit) are

negleeted. The voltage Vcail arises due to the coupling between primary and secondary and

with the aid offigure 2.7 it can be found that [7]:

- jOJM
Va = L Jin

1+ jOJ Z2
a (2.6)

in which L] is the self-induetance ofthe coilloop and Zo is the terminating impedance

representing the measurement equipment, i.e. the spectrum analyser. Thus:

Zr =- j(tJM

-MZ
Zr = a. L

2

(2.7a)

(2.7b)

The transfer impedance is constant in the situation of(2.7b). In the case of(2.7a) the output

voltage is proportional to the derivative ofthe input current. So for a flat frequency response

in this particular range an integrator must be added. In the measurements this integration is

carried out with the aid ofsoftware, instead ofa physical integrator. The result is depieted in
figure 2.8.

2.4.2c Mutual inductance

When considering the current 1;,. in the wire, a toroidal core and the wire passing through the

core's centre perpendicular to its plane, the magnetic field generated by the wire bas only an

azimuthal component:

(2.8)
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where r is the radial distance to the wire. The total magnetic field flux linked by the coil is the

number oftums N times the magnetic field flux linked by one turn. Therefore:

rpt = Nrp = NJ Bdn = BNA
s

where A is the area ofone particular turn. From Faraday's law

tJrp
EMF=-

IJl

follows the EMF and thus the mutual inductance M:

fJNA dI. dI.
EMF =--- ---!!!.. =- M ---!!!..

21[r dt dt

2.4.2d CalibrationJor measurementpurposes

(2.9)

(2.10)

(2.11)

The calibration ofthe Rogowski coil implies an experimental determination ofZr ofthe

particular measurement probe including the cables and connectors. The method is equivalent

to that ofthe Bersier probe. The two-port S-parameters ofthe measurement configuration are

determined using the same network analyser with both ports terminated in 50 f} again, so that

equation (2.7) cao be used to calculate the particular coil's transfer impedance. The Rogowski

coil measurement configuration as depicted in figure 2.6 can be considered as a two-port

system when the wire to be measured is regarded as the primary and the coil system as the

secondary. The theoretical and experimental results are depicted in figure 2.8.

The coil forms a one-tum loop which implies that it picks up any magnetic fields perpendicular

to the coil's plane (or parallel to the source wire). To avoid this a counter wound

compensation turn is used; the coil wire is fed back through itself in the opposite
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Figure 2.8: Transfer impedanee ofthe Rogowski eoil

direction, so that the magnetic field perpendicular to the plane is no longer enclosed. The

features ofthe particular Rogowski coil used are [7]:

• number oftums: N=118

• self-inductance: L =8.83pH

• mutual inductance: M=66.62nH

• core area: A=179.08mnr

2.4.3 Tbe spectrum. analyser: de bloek

OuTing the measurements a Bersier probe and a Rogowski coil are used as measurement tools.

For the purpose of a detector a spectrum analyser, type HP8590L, is used. According to its

specifications the spectrum analyser'sinput can not have a dc component at its input, without

sustaining damage. Therefore a dc block is put on the input for protection. The block is

specified to work properly without distorting the input signa} in the 5 MHz to 500 MHz

frequency range. For frequencies other than this specified range the block will attenuate.

To see the influence for specific frequencies, the response ofthe spectrum analyser with and

without dc block is determined, using a known signal from a signal generator (type

HP8647A). The generator's frequency range is defined as being 250 kHz to 1 GHz.
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To compare the effect ofthe block the attenuation is defined as the signallevel with the dc

block related to the level without the dc block:

log-l (Xinc/.b/ock )

Att =__1_0_~1-.:::0__
log-l ( X eu/.b/ock )

10 10 (2.12)

The plot ofthe measurement results is depicted in figure 2.9. It can he seen that for our

purpose, where the switching frequency ofthe SMPS is 30 kHz, the dc block must be removed

in order to detect any signal when making use ofthe spectrum analyser. So care must be taken

not to put a dc signal on the spectrum analyser'sinput accidentally.
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Figure 2.9: Attenuation using a de block on the
spectrum ana/yser 's input

2.4.4 Callbration of the measurement tools relative to the experiments

Both the Bersier probe and the Rogowski ooil are calibrated using the same network analyser

with both the input and output terminals terminated in a 50 Oimpedance. After calibration tbe

measurement tools are used in real experiments with variabie impedances.

When undertaking the experiments on the output leads, the Bersier probe oonfiguration

experiences the output impedance ofthe SMPS. This impedance is different from the
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calibration 50 O. The Rogowski coil does not experience this obstacle. The defined transfer

impedance is not dependent on the output impedance ofthe DUT.

In general, calibration is carried out using particular impedances, dependent on the calibration

equipment. In several cases in practice the problem ofchanging impedances after calibration

mayanse.

When using the Bersier probe, the induced current experiences the 150 Oimpedance ofthe

measuring probe at higher frequencies. When its frequency is low, the current experiences the

25 Oor the 200 Oresistance ofthe load. Using the Rogowski coil, the CM current only soos

the load's impedance. The question arises as to how to deal with this in order to compare both

measurement systems.

Firstly, when using the Rogowski coil, the output leads ofthe SMPS could be terminated in

the same way as for the Bersier probe, i.e. using the same circuitry ofcapacitors and resistors.

This method ensures that the SMPS soos the same impedance with both the Bersier probe and

the Rogowski coil.

Secondly, a load of 150 Ocould be used when applying the Rogowski coil to the leads. When

using the Bersier probe, the CM current does not experience the load's impedance. This also

means toot the SMPS soos the same impedance in both situations. However, the system cao

only be tested for one value of the load resistance in this situation.

Thirdly, one cao make use ofa calibration correction when using the Bersier probe.

Calibrating in aSO Osystem, a correction for the transfer impedance is determined for the 150

o structure, see figure 2.10.

500 500/1500

Figure 2.J0: Schematic to determine the correction factorfor calibration
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The impedance X ofthe combination of the impedances x, y and z, does not change, nor does

the 50 0 impedance ofport-I. In the case ofcalibrating at 50 0, the transfer impedance can be

found from Va = Z('lin while in the 150 0 system the transfer impedance can be found from Va

= Zt '.lin. The relation between the two transfer impedances becomes

(2.13)

in which c is defined as the correction factor for the 150 0 system. Zt is determined

experimentally, X can be calculated and thus, so can the correction factor c.

Lastly, one might consider using the above mentioned calibration without applying any

corrections. No direct comparisons can be made. Only the measurement systems on their own

can be examined.

2.S Measurements

2.S.1 Determination offields DSing a magnetic field probe

In a first stage measurements are undertaken using a magnetic field probe to investigate

roughly the inductive near-fields that are present in certain areas ofthe complete SMPS. The

probe oftype HP11941A operates according to the principle ofthe magnetic field pick-up

loop.

68dBm 60dBm

:r
UVcI:

-/1 VcI:

+1111

-JVcI:

+JVcI:

JIJ 1'''''/1.101'''''

Figure 2.11: Magnetic fields above SMPS's circuitry
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This method shows the presence offields at certain levels and on certain locations in the

particular SMPS. Figure 2.11 depicts these areas with corresponding field magnitude

schematically.

As one can notice the input rectifier part and the control feedback circuit do not produce any

significant noise.

2.5.2 Measurements on the output of the SMPS

Next measurements are taken to determine what interference (levels and frequencies) is

present on the output ofthe SMPS. From the various outputs ofthe SMPS the -5 Vone is

chosen for the experiments. The maximum current it can supply is 0.25 A. This implies a

maximum output power of1.25 W Two different loads are used, each drawing a certain

amount ofthe maximum output current, to investigate the resulting interference. These are

RL=25 f} for 80 % and RL=200 f} for 10 % ofthe maximum current.

Firstly, no steps are taken in order to investigate the performance during normal operation. A

ground plane is used to simulate the PC's cabinet. The results ofthis experiment are shown in

figure 2.12 and 2.13, representing the Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil respectively. The

figures show the magnitude ofthe CM currents on the output leads, taking into account the

calibration factors. This is done by calculating the correction factor c for the 150 f} system in

the Bersier probe configuration, as explained in § 2.4.4. The measured results are adjusted, so

that the correct value for the transfer impedance is obtained and a fair comparison can be

made.

From these results several findings can be drawn. Both methods show the presence of

interference on the SMPS's output leads. Although the interference level is low compared to

the output value, one notices that the even harmonies are dominant. These interference spikes

are apparent up to approximately 2 MHz after which they cannot be distinguished from the

environment's noise anymore (not depicted in the figures 2.12 and 2.13).
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Figure 2.12: Induced currentfor !Wo loads during normal operation of!he
SMPS using the Bersierprobe (including correctionfactor)

When the Rogowski coi! is used, it is difficult to distinguish any signals smaller than 0.01 mA

from the noise (the level ofthe noise floor could not be decreased anymore by adjusting the

spectrum analyser's bandwidth). The measurement configuration picks up some amount of

environment's noise. Thus, the magnitude ofthe current to be measured is limited by this

noise. In using the Bersier probe, these signals are present clearly. Note that this applies after

"equivalent use".

Comparing the effeets ofusing two different loads, both the Bersier probe and the Rogowski

coil method show that more interference is apparent for frequencies up to approximately 200

kHz when the 25 Oload is used. For frequencies from 200 kHz the 200 Oload results in the

most interference. The question arises as to which type ofcoupling is present. The levels of

the interference at low and high frequencies do not differ significantly for the 200 OIoad. The

25 Oload is assumed to deal with the highest interference level. More interference in using a

smaller load suggests a dominant role for magnetic field coupling.

Although the level ofthe induced CM currents is acceptable compared with the output level of

the SMPS, an attempt is made to lower the interference. Changing the layout and the height of

the output leads does not have any effect on the level of interference, according to the
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experiments. As magnetic field coupling is significant and the large time-varying fields are

present in the supply's cabinet, this measure is not expected to have a large influence on the

induced currents. Further this suggests that the dominant interference bas already occurred

within the unit before coupling to the output lines through some unspecified transfer

mechanism.
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Accepting that interference will be present on the output leads, ferrite rings may be used to

decrease the effect ofthe CM currents. Such a ring provides a high impedance path for the

CM current. The output leads can be looped through the toroid several times, but in this case

one has to take care not to have too high a capacitive coupling between the leads themselves,

so by-passing the choking effect ofthe toroid. In the experiments the output leads are looped

through the ferrite ring twice. This yields a good reduction ofthe CM currents for certain

frequencies as depicted in figure 2.14 (the resolution bandwidth of the spectrum analyser is

reduced to lower the noise floor. This does not, however, affect the magnitude ofthe signal

observed).
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Figure 2.14: Induced current using aferrite ring and the Bersierprobe
(including correcûon factor)

The Bersier probe has been used to compare the experiments with the results depicted in

figure 2.12. The results are adjusted applying the correction factor again. This measure can be

very effective when chokes with correct frequency characteristics are used.

In order to reduce any capacitive coupling between the environment and the output leads, the

wires are fed through a metal pipe. One end ofthe metal is connected to the supply's cabinet,

the other to the ground plane. The experiments show that the effect ofthis measure is

negligible, once again pointing to a disturbance which is mainly generated from inside the

SMPS.
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To influence the CM currents induced on the output lines ofthe supply, action should be taken

within the device. One may think ofusing metal plates for local shielding within the supply.

The layout ofcables within the apparatus may be changed, as weIl as some components'

layout. Using different components that produce less interference or that are more immune to

the fields (including the cables) may be an option. These considerations are not taken into

account during this investigation.

2.S.3 Dersier probe versus Rogowski coU

At this stage a comparison will be made between the Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil as a

measurement tooI for determining CM currents on certain leads.

Both can be used to make comparabIe measurements. When modifications are made, the levels

ofdisturbance can be determined and compared ifone ofthe methods is applied. As

mentioned in § 2.4.4, care should be taken when comparing both methods with one another.

Precautions should be taken, either in the calibration process or during the experimental phase.

A CM current is detected when performing measurements with each method. When the

Bersier probe is used, this current sees the 150 {}impedance ofthe probe. When using the

Rogowski coil configuration it only sees the load. The measured current will not be the same

before or after corrections have been made for the calibration. A view is now given on which

method produces the most useful answer to base one's conclusions on.

The Bersier probe configuration can be used to test for compliance with certain EMC

standards (e.g. CISPR or CENELEC) in which particular levels ofimmunity and emission are

defined, see also [5]. Much experience has been gained and hence standards have been

developed which are widely available (e.g. CENELEC bas placed a great store on

development ofgeneric standards). A certain instrument (or combination ofinstruments) bas

to operate within specified emission limits when installed next to another device or other

devices. At the same time this instrument has to withstand a fixed measure of interference,

emitted by the others. Thus a conclusion can be drawn relative easily when comparing results

with standards. This makes the Bersier probe a powerful instrument for determining and

judging interference levels with respect to immunity and emission on particular devices.
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For the Rogowski coil configuration, no such standards are widely defined. This makes it

more difficult to relate the obtained results to certain immunity and emission tests. However,

to make comparative measurements on the same device with the intention ofinfluencing the

interference level, this instrument can be applied well.

Furthermore, when one does not want to make modifications to the device to be tested, the

Rogowski coil has the advantage that it can be clipped around the leads to be measured. No

physical contact with the DUT is necessary, as is the case with the Bersier probe.

2.6 ConclusioDS

The Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil are studied by measuring the interference on the

output leads ofa half-bridge SMPS. From the tests it follows that the wires experience CM

currents. This disturbance is induced mainly inside the device and is expected to be affected

primarily by magnetic field coupling. The interference level of this particular piece of

equipment is not significant relative to its output level, however EMC limits may apply.

In order to influence the level ofdisturbance, precautions may be taken with respect to the

CM currents induced or one may accept the currents present and reduce them. The former

implies making changes inside the supply's cabinet, while the latter suggests the use ofchokes

around the leads, filtering the output before connecting to the load or output balancing.

Care has to be taken when making comparisons between measurement tools for experimental

purposes. One bas to bear in mind the termination impedances ofthe calibration equipment,

which are in practice often different from the impedanees during measurements. This can give

rise to a possible source oferror. If it is difficult to perform a comparabIe calibration,

precautions should be taken during the experimental phase or a correction factor for the

impedance to be measured should be taken into account.

Both the Bersier probe and the Rogowski coil are useful instruments to investigate CM

currents on leads. Which method is chosen in a particular situation should be determined by

what needs to be achieved. When a decision in connection with immunity and/or emission of a

product has to be made, the Bersier probe method is a good choice. The tools can both be

used to undertake comparative measurements concerning the operation ofa device. In that
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3 Design of a magnetic field probe in order to determine surface
currents

3.1 Introduction

In this part a magnetic field probe for the purpose ofdetermining surface current distributions
is investigated. The work that is undertaken is derived from [8]. The desired frequency band is
defined from the MHz region up to 1 GHz. In general, to measure the amplitude and the phase
at points on the surface accurately, the field probe has to be as small as possible in relation to
the wavelength at the highest frequency ofoperation. Because there is a parasitic capacitance,
also a not too large self inductance is wanted to influence the resonance frequency. Further, a
relative simple and relative cheap system is desired.

A first probe bas been designed, constructed and tested. In the latter case steps are taken to
influence the performance ofthe measurement setup. Recommendations are made in order to
improve the probe's operation.

3.2 Operation

A number ofmethods to determine surface currents experimentally can be found in literature.
These ways all have in common that the electric or magnetic field close to the surface plane is
measured. The current can be derived from these fields.

In this chapter the square magnetic field probe is investigated. The operation ofthe field probe

is based on the principle ofthe small conducting loop of side W and perimeter I immersed in
a linearly polarized electromagnetic field [9], as shown in figure 3.1.

I(s) IzL r
s=J12 y s=il

E'=E-Xt,y)

B;"a.~t,y)

Figure 3.1: Loop 's coordinates
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Consider the integral fonn ofone of the Maxwell equations:

(3.1)

where s is the contour ofthe loop, Sis the any surface bounded by the contour, and E and B
are the electric and magnetic field vectors respectively.

The eleetric field can be divided into the incident eleetric field F! and the re-radiated electric
field E, due to the induced currents in the loop, thus:

E =Ei + Er

where the incident eleetric field can be related to the induced current I as:

in which z' is the intemal impedanee ofthe loop's conductor.

(3.2)

(3.3)

Suppose that the incident magnetic field caD be resolved into an even and an odd part with
respect to an axis through the centre ofthe loop, as depicted in figure 3.2.

1(8)
B,i<-Y)

~~1 1(8)

iI

t~-y) B,.XY)

Figure 3.2: Loop in linearlypolarisedfield
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The even and the odd parts ofthe incident magnetic field with respect to the y coordinate can
then be defined as:

B~(y)= O.~BÎ(y)+ BÎ(_y)]

B~(y)= O.~BÎ(y)- BÎ(- y)]

(3.4a)

(3.4b)

(3.4c)

where the subscripts Tand D denote the transmission line (TL) and dipole modes ofthe
induced currents. The TL mode represents a continuous current circling around the loop; the
currents on opposite sides are equal but in opposite directions in space. The dipole mode
represents equal currents on the opposite sides ofthe loop in the same direction in space.
Thus, in the dipole mode situation there is no net circulating current.

E is obtained from the first derivative ofB as the electric field is related to the magnetic field
by the Maxwell equation as:

(3.5)

Thus it yields that g. is odd when B is even and vica versa. In this case the following
symmetric conditions can be considered:

B~( - y) =B~(y)
- -
B~(- y) = - B~(y)
- -
E~(-y)= -E~(y)
- -
E~(- y) =E~(y)

(3.6a)

(3.6b)

(3.6c)

(3.6d)

The assumption is made that the loop is sufficiently small to replace the magnetic field B by its
value at the centre ofthe loop Bo

i and the induced current I(s) by a constant current consisting
ofa combination ofIT and ID. With this in mind and making use ofthe vector potential method
[9] as a convenient way ofsolving the partial Maxwell equations of(3.1), the equations (3.2),
(3.3), (3.4) and (3.6), an expression for (3.1) can be found as:

(3.7)

in which Zo = yo-l is defined as the impedance ofthe loop - a function ofthe internalloop's
impedance, the area ofthe loop, the measurement impedance at distance and the skin depth of
the experienced field [9] - with constant current. Therefore:
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IT =- j(i)B~YoS =ÁCBB~ (3.8)

where the magnetic sensitivity constant eB for the loop is introduced. It is defined by:

(3.9)

with À the wavelength related to the frequency ofthe surface current.

Thus, the magnetic sensitivity constant is only dependent on the loop's geometry and the
frequency ofthe changing field. The induced current is directly proportional to only the
incident magnetic field at the centre of the loop. Hence, this current is a direct measure ofthe
magnetic field. An important advantage ofthe probe is that it does not need to make galvanic
contact with the DUT during the measurement procedure.

The probe, together with a short transmission line (TL), are etched on a Duroid substrate as
depicted iffigure 3.3. The length ofthe TL is shown, as weU as the detection loop with its
attachment to the TL.

lransmi6sion fine loop

Figure 3.3: Etching the loop and the transmission fine on the substrate

In order to provide a balanced feeding transmission line, the two ground planes next to the
central conductor are electrically contacted with a conducting adhesive tape [8]. The central
conductor ofthe line is isolated from the others with a non-conducting adhesive tape. In this
way the loop only wiU pick up the magnetic field and no coupling to the TL wiU exist. The
connection ofboth adhesives is done over the entire length ofthe TL. A cross-section ofthe
configuration is illustrated in figure 3.4.

The square loop magnetic field probe with a different TL configuration is also used to do the
experiments. This is done to find out the measure ofbalanced signal transport. In this case the
TL is supplied with a ground plane underneath the conductors and connected to the outer
ones. See also figure 3.4. Here a kind ofcoaxial structure is formed and it is expected that the
capacitive coupling to the TL is reduced compared to the first configuration.
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conducting adhesive centraJ conductor i30lating adhesive

optional connection (/lee tBxI)

Figure 3.4: Cross-section ofthe TL

3.3 Surface currents and how to determine the probe's performance

The perfonnance ofthe probe to detennine surface currents is characterised by measuring
currents on a finite ground plane generated by a monopole placed at a certain position on the
plane. This serves as an approximation for a weIl defined and weIl constructed set-up and can
be simulated using the program FEKO. Because an antenna ofa single length is used, the
resulting currents will not be constant in frequency and the probe's features will only apply for
single frequencies.

A metal plane of size x = 29.8 cm *y = 20.9 cm and thickness 0.35 mm is used as the surface
to be examined. An antenna serving as monopole ofa length of 10 cm is placed at point
(x, y) = (3 cm, 3 cm), when defining the lower left-hand corner ofthe plane as (x, y) = (0, 0),
as shown in figure 3.5.

yfcmJ

1O.r+-----------,

y=6- ~.-.-•••--_.-•••-----••-I_3---r
L-i-:------+,-~"f_J

3 ~8

Figure 3.5: Geometry's coordinates defmed

The square loop probe makes directional measurements ofthe surface currents. In this respect
the two perpendicular components Ix and Iy must be detennined and combined vectorially in
order to find the component of the total current density at an observed place in the geometry.
After excitationofa current in the antenna, aspecific current distribution in the plane is
generated. The associated magnetic field foIlows from:

J=nxH
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Thus, to determine the current distribution in the surface, the magnetic field components in
both perpendicular directions at a specified point are measured. Doing the experiments the
loop is placed in the x-y plane, perpendicular to the field components H x and Hy respectively.
The monopole is connected to the one port ofa network analyser, the probe to the other. The
S21-parameter is determined, representing the measure of magnetic field coupling to the probe
as:

(3.11)

where KB represents the magnetic coupling factor and Ip=rx,y) the surface current at the point p
in the geometry ofthe plane. The S21-parameter is direct1y related to the surface current
regarding a particular frequency.

Because the current in the loop is a direct measure ofthe experienced magnetic field, the
probe's height above the surface has to be equal in every experimental situation in order to get
comparabIe results. Further, its position with respect to the x and y directions bas to be as
accurate as possible every time the probe is used. In an attempt to satisfy these requirements
the probe is placed in a PVC holder. This material is adielectric and wi11 only affect the electric
field, which corresponds to charge. Hence, the holder is fixed a reasonable amount removed
from the probe area, so that the charge distribution in the surface is not affected at the loop's
location.

3.4 Current distribution according to the theory

In order to characterise the probe, experiments are performed and compared to theoretica1
results. The theoretica1 results are obtained through numerica1 simulations using the program
FEKO, producing the current distribution in the specified plane [10]. The results give a
particular current distribution in the plane at a certain frequency.
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Figure3.6: Magnitude ofthe simulated surface
currents at 1 GHz using FEKO
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The FEKO simulations for the stated conditions show that the current flowing from the
monopole is radially directed on the surface when considering the area relatively close to the
antenna. In order to verify the behaviour of the probe relative to the directed currents, a square
of 6 cm *6 cm is measured, from (x, y) = (0 cm, 0 cm) to (x, y) = (6 cm, 6 cm). The FEKO
results valid for this area are depicted in figure 3.6 (these are in magnitude).

The network analyser is a device that measures in the frequency domain. A diode peak
detector is used, which does not directly measure instantaneous values of the signal. It
measures the signal's amplitude at each considered frequency. The current distribution can be
found taking into account the phase, as depicted in figure 3.7.

It

31t/4

Figure 3.7: Determining time instantaneous values from
magnitude andphase and vice versa

3.5 The measurement device

Once the theory ofthe square loop magnetic field probe is worked out, the device is
constructed and its characteristics can be determined. After this process the performance ofthe
probe is tested. The measurement results are compared to numerical simulations.

3.5.1 Construction

In order to measure the amplitude and the phase ofthe fields, the probe must be as small as
possible with respect to the wavelength ofthe highest desired frequency. In that case the
perturbation ofthe DUT by the probe can be ignored, approxirnately.

The dimensions ofthe probe and the TL are based on the available components and
techniques. [9] shows that loops with w << 0.03 Ä provide quite accurate results. Considering
the desired frequency range a w << 9 mm is suggested. In a fust approach the dimensions of
the probe area and the conductor's widths ofthe loop are based on the ones in [8]. The loop's
dimensions are:

•
•
•

outer diametre:
inner diametre:
loop conductor's width:

w = 8.4*](1' m
w· = 7.]*]tr m

I

a = 6.5*](}"5 m
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One desires to connect the non-conducting adhesive tape across the central conductor,
overlapping the gaps as illustrated in figure 3.4, over the entire length ofthe TL. Subsequently,
the outer ground leads have to he connected over the same length by means ofthe conducting
adhesive tape. Also a manageable mounting ofthe SMA connector is wanted. The SMA
connector's central conductor has a fixed width and must not extend the gaps, otherwise a
connection with the ground leads is caused. Hence, the dimensions ofthe TL meet restricted
widths.

The fabrication process begins with a glass plate, sensitive to light, and ofa size of
2 inch *2 inch. The plate is exposed through a negative on a 20:1 scale ofthe desired
circuitry for approximately 10 min. The distance between the camera, containing the glass
plate, and the negative exactly meets the 20:1 scale. Next, the glass plate is developed and
used in the etching process. Thus. the fabrication procedure allows etching only on an
2 inch *2 inch area (equal to 5.08 cm *5.08 cm). To make sure no problems are encountered
on the edges due to a little less light intensity. the dimensions are not taken to a maximum
value and the device is exposed to the middle part ofthe glass plate. Hence, the totallength of
the TL and the square loop probe is set to a maximum 3.5 cm.

The dimensions of the TL give rise to a characteristic impedance and a phase shift when the
induced signal travels from the loop to the end ofthe line. These parameters are calculated
using the program LineCalc [11], at a frequency of1 GHz. The characteristic impedance is
determined by the width ofthe conductors together with the width ofthe gap between them;
the phase is mainly a function ofthe length ofthe conductors. The data ofthe used Duroid
substrate are:

• dielectric constant: E,.= 2.48
• loss tangent: t5 = 8*1rr
• thickness: ts = 5.08*1rr m
• conductor's thickness: tc = 3.5*J()"5 m

• conductor's resistivity
relative to gold: p = 0.8

With these data and the program LineCalc the following physical and electrical parameters for
the TL are obtained:

•
•
•
•
•

conductor's width:
conductor's length:
gap between conductors:
characteristic impedance:
phase shift:

W c = 1.023*1()"J m
lc= 0.03 m
g = 2*1rr m
Zo= 50.0 f}

E = 48.86deg

A fust attempt to etch the probe and the TL in this way was made, taking into account the
dimensions as they are determined above. After the full fabrication procedure no loop could be
distinguished on the substrate anymore. Obviously, the problem ofsevere under-etching was at
play. The amount ofunder-etching was measured on the parts that were left on the substrate
material using a microscope and were found to he approximately 4.5*1()"5 m. Thus it was clear
that the loop would disappear.
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Hence, considering this problem in the etching process, an amount of 45 pm was added to
each side of every component ofthe desired probe. After a new construction procedure the
loop and the TL dimensions were measured accurately using a microscope and the etched
result is depicted in figure 3.8. The outer diameter ofthe loop area is 0.955 mm and still
satisfies w « 9 mmo The data for the fabricated TL, calculated by means ofthe program
LineCalc again, are:

•
•

characteristic impedance:
phase shift:

Zo= 49.33 {}
E = 48.81 deg

After the etching process, a 3.5 mm SMA connector is attached to the TL on the area reserved
for this purpose, as is also shown in figure 3.8. The field probe is connected to the network
analyser with this SMA connector and a coaxial cabie. Next, the non-conducting adhesive tape
is installed over the TL across the central conductor as explained before. Subsequently, the
conducting adhesive tape is mounted over the TL so that contact is made with the outer
ground leads. Aluminium tape is used for this purpose. The characteristic impedance ofthe TL
will change and differ from the desired 50 {} owing to the change from a co-planar waveguide
structure to a kind ofcoaxial geometry. Applying the dimensions to the coaxial arrangement in
the program LineCalc yields a characteristic impedance ofabout 46 0. Due to a shift in
impedances at the TL-to-SMA transition, the created TL is not perfect.
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Figure 3.8: Dimensions ofthe etched result ofthe loop probe and the TL

3.5.2 Callbration

Due to tolerances in fabrication, it is very difficult to produce probes with equal properties.
When one desires to use different probes, they have to be calibrated in order to make
comparabie measurements.
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Once a configuration in the experiments is found that gives satisfactory stable results, graphs
ofthe simulation and the measured quantity can be plotted and compared. The simulated graph
gives the magnitude ofthe current in each point in the geometry; the graph obtained from the
experiments shows the magnitude of821, which is related to the current in the geometrica11y
point by (3. 11). Both graphs are normalised. Comparing the results obtained from the theory
and the experiments at each point and determining the ratio, yields a magnitude calibration
factor. The factor for phase can he found by taking the mean difference ofthe phase
components at each geometrical point. The obtained factors can be used to calibrate the
measurement device. This process thus uses the computed results as a basis for calibration.

In equation (3.8), an expression for the induced current in the loop is derived. As mentioned,
this current is a direct measure ofthe incident magnetic field at the loop's centre. Bo

i
, the value

ofthis field, is found from numerical simulations already performed and the wavelength Á. is
known since the operating frequency is 1 GHz (Á. = c/f). The difficulty lies in the calculation of
the admittance Yoofthe loop [9]. However, when the admittance has been found, the induced
current at each point can be ca1culated. Thus, the calibration factor can he computed
theoretically and can be correlated with the value as determined above.

3.5.3 Input impedance

The input impedance ofthe magnetic field probe can be determined undertaking an 811 

measurement on the network analyser. An one-port calibration bas to be carried out and the
input impedance can be found as:

(3.12)

in which Zo is the characteristic impedance ofthe network analyser.

3.6 Measurements

All the experiments are undertaken with an HP8753C network analyser which excites the
monopole with 0 dBm ofinput power. Cables with a low transfer impedance are employed and
8MA type connectors are used to make any connections.

3.6.1 Detennination ofwhich configuration is used

Previously mentioned, conducting adhesive tape is used in order to prevent capacitive coupling
to the TL. Without the adhesive tape the probe produces a very unstable and unrepeatable
measurement. However, adding the aluminium tape changes the characteristic impedance of
the device but the measured signal becomes much more stabIe, although it still varies by
approximately 10 dB. The signal is made irregtdar by touching the connecting cable and by
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changing its position with respect to the surface. Another problem is, that when moving the
cable it is difficult to hold the probe motionless in the same position.

Coupling not only to the TL but also to the coaxial cable that links the probe to the network
analyser must be considered. Therefore, a form ofan EMC cabinet, as depicted in figure 3.9, is
used to divert any induced CM currents on the cabIe. This method shows an improvement of
about 4 dB on the stability of the experimental results. Again, variations are caused by
changing the cable's position and touching it.

metal shield

feedthrOllgh connector (SMA)

coaxial cobletrom probe

-------------------- ~

large metal plone

Figure 3.9: Making use ofthe nEMe cabinet"

c:otDdal cable 10 network analyser

As suggested earlier, the ground plane is connected to try and create a quasi-coaxial structure.
Again, it must be noted that the characteristic impedance ofthe TL will change. Making use of
the "EMC cabinet", this configuration produces stOOle results within 3 to 4 dB. However, a
difference of3 dB still implies a deviation ofhalfthe signal power.

When using the high quality, phase stOOle cables HP8120-4779, the latter probe configuration
produces very satisfactory stabIe results, within 0.2 dB and 2 deg for magnitude and pbase
respectively. The measurements are also repeatable although it must be noted that one has to
move the device slightly up and down to get to the same results, due to the strong dependence
on direction, especially at points where the current density is large. When using the high
quality coole, it is demonstrated that capacitive coupling to the connecting line plays an
important role and bas to be eliminated in one way or another to ensure stOOle results. This
probe configuration is now used to do the experiments.

Figure 3.10: An inaccurate measurement
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Regarding the performing of stabie and repeatable measurements, an important remark has to
be made. To come up with such stabie and repeatabie results, the probe has te be held as still
as possible and in the same position with respect to the perpendicular directions every time a
measurement is carried out, as explained by tigure 3.10.

In this tigure a deviation ofonly 10 deg (represented as y) in the y component is taken
depicted. When a deviation in the x component is also present, the resulting error will be
bigger. This restriction is very difficult to deal with when undertaking experiments using the
given set-up.

3.6.2 Results: experiments versus theory

To determine ifthe probe has the ability to measure the direction ofthe surface current
correctly, the two perpendicular orientations are measured in the square area, reaching from
(x, y) = (0 cm, 0 cm) to (x, y) = (6 cm, 6 cm), on the surface as described in § 3.4. Combining
the obtained perpendicular orientations vectorially yields to the direction at each geometrie
point measured. The result ofthis measurement is given in tig 3.11.
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Figure 3.11: Experimental results ofthe current
distribution in the plane at 1 GHz

The finding that the probe is able to make proper vector measurements can be drawn when
comparing the result with the numerical simulation given in tigure 3.6. The experiment shows
also a current flowing from the monopole when considering the area close to the antenna.
Deviations are due to the fact earlier stated, that the probe's position with respect to the
perpendicular directions bas to be as accurate as possible at each separate measured point in
the geometry.

Measurements a10ng the line (x, y = 6 cm) are undertaken to test the probe's ability to
determine magnitude and directions ofthe surface currents. The magnitude results ofthe
simulations have to be compared with the vector obtained by adding the both measured
perpendicular magnitude vectors. The theoretical and experimental results, both normalised,
are plotted in tigure 3.12a en 3.12b respectively. The results in magnitude show a good
agreement. The directions differ slightly from the numerical simulation.
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Figure 3.12: current distribution (magnitude and
direction) aty=6cm at 1 GHz

The components ofthe measured surface current's x-vector are compared to the results ofthe
numerical simulation, as depicted in figure 3.13. In this way the performance ofthe probe with
respect to magnitude and phase measurements is detennined.
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Figure 3.13: Components ofx-vectorat 1 GHz

Figure 3.13a shows the magnitude ofthe theoretical and the experimental results. A
nonnalisation factor of2 is added to the experiments (i.e. the experimental results are
multiplied by this factor to get the agreement with the theory).

In figure 3.13b, where the phase ofthe theoretica1 and the experimental results is represented,
the nonnalisation factor is derived by taking the meao difference between simulation and
measurements. This yields a factor of 19.8 deg according to phase measurements.
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As one can notice the experiments follow the theory quite well, taking into account the
correction factors. However, it must be mentioned that the high quality cables are used during
the measurements and that the consideration is only valid for a frequency of1 GHz.

3.7 Sources of error

From the comparison between numerical simulations carried out by FEKO and the
experimental results follows that some disagreement is present. Several causes oferrors can be
mentioned in this respect.

As stated earlier, the height ofthe loop above the surface bas to be constant in every
geometrical measurement, as well as the loop's position with respect to the defined x andy
directions. The set-up used in this investigation is not sufficientlyaccurate.

It is assumed that only magnetic field coupling is present. However, the loop is not as perfectly
closed and square as dealt with in the theory. Due to the connection ofa TL to the loop, the
area will not be closed, because a small gap will be present. The etching process causes
rounding ofthe loop's corners, so that no perfect 900 angles exist, but this is not significant.
Dipole mode currents will be present in a certain amount and for the measured signal yields:

(3.13)

in which KE represents the electric coupling coefficient. Thus, the gap bas to be as small as the
fabrication process allows it to beo

The experiments are carried out using high quality cables. This results in very stable and
repeatabie measurements, as long as the measurement device is held still. The type ofcables
used is important; the use oflower quality cables makes the measurements less reliable. When
carrying out such sensitive measurements, the use ofhigh quality, phase stabie cables is highly
recommended.

The width ofthe etched conductors ofthe TL are not equal. The signal transport will not he as
balanced as desired. The program LineCalc is not valid in this case. In the calculations carried
out earlier by means ofthis program, the mean width ofthe three conductors is taken.

In the theoretical consideration the assumption is made that the loop is sufficiently small, so
that the magnetic field it experiences is equal to the value at the loop's centre and the induced
current can be replaced with a constant value. However, a more careful treatment is often
required [9]. At the moment this is less significant, because the determined calibration factors
are not compared to the theoretical results.
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3.8 Conclusions

A magnetic field probe based on the principle ofthe small conducting square loop has been
investigated. It has been designed, built and tested. The version in which certain precautions
against coupling to the TL are taken, delivers the best results with regard to stability and
reproducibility. lts characteristics at a frequency of1 GHz are detennined. An important
advantage ofthis probe is that it does not need to have contact with the DUT.

When the calibration factors for magnitude and phase are taken into account, the set-up
produces sufficiently stabie and reproducible results. The results match the theory as confirmed
by comparing the experiments with numerical simulatioDS. In the this way, the calibration
factors are established. Although inaccurate measurement equipment is used in these
investigations, the device shows its capability for quantitative measurement ofthe current
distribution on the surface. In order to measure the direction ofthe surface currents more
accurately, it would be desirable to have a precise tooI to move the probe up and down the
DUT.

With regard to stability and reproducibility, it is important that high quality cables with a low
transfer impedance and good phase stability are used. Depending on the quality ofthe cables,
measures to divert CM currents should be taken.

3.9 Recommendations

The behaviour ofthe investigated measurement device is discussed in the preceding section.
Several imperfectioDS were mentioned. For possible future purposes, some further
recommendations are given which could possibly improve the total measurement system.

As mentioned, the equipment used to hold the device still and exacdy perpendicular to the x
andy directions is not accurate enough. To deal with the restrictions the loop may be
connected to a device that makes use ofan exact method ofmoving the probe up and down
the DUT, e.g. a device which uses stepper motors. When the choice for such a solution is
made, it may be considered to add a field probe, or use the same in another orientation,
perpendicular to the z direction. In this way three dimensional fields in planar high frequency
circuits can be determined.

The production process produces another important factor. The area ofthe loop and the gap
between the terminals of the loop should be as small as possible. Furthermore, the
determination ofthe TL's impedance is ofimportance. Using a more accurate calculation when
the widths ofthe conductors differ from each other and taking into account the connection of
the conductive adhesive tape is advisable.
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Appendix/: DitJerence in percent taking into account the intluence of
100p2 to loopl

a) Experiment 1: MATLAB code: A = (abs(v2)-abs(V2)./abs(V2*100)

f*10S A f*10s A f*10s A
[Hz] [%] [Hz] [%] [Hz] [%]

0.46 0.0000 1.26 0.0001 4.07 0.0016

0.48 0.0000 1.30 0.0001 3.37 0.0019

0.51 0.0000 1.40 0.0001 4.68 0.0022

0.55 0.0000 1.50 0.0002 5.01 0.0025

0.57 0.0000 1.60 0.0002 5.37 0.0029

0.61 0.0000 1.66 0.0002 5.75 0.0033

0.65 0.0000 1.78 0.0003 6.17 0.0038

0.70 0.0000 1.91 0.0003 6.61 0.0043

0.75 0.0000 2.04 0.0003 7.08 0.0049

0.78 0.0000 2.19 0.0004 7.59 0.0057

0.83 0.0000 2.34 0.0005 8.13 0.0065

0.89 0.0000 2.51 0.0006 8.71 0.0074

0.96 0.0001 2.69 0.0007 10 0.0084

1.02 0.0001 2.88 0.0008

1.10 0.0001 3.09 0.0009

1.14 0.0001 3.55 0.0011

1.17 0.0001 3.80 0.0014
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b) Experiment 1: MATLAB code: A = (angle(v2)-angle(V2).Iangle(V2*100)

f'" lOs A f'" lOs [Hz] A f'" lOs A
[Hz] [%] [%] [Hz] [%]

0.46 0.0000 1.26 0.0000 4.07 -0.0001

0.48 0.0000 1.30 0.0000 3.37 -0.0002

0.51 0.0000 1.40 0.0000 4.68 -0.0002

0.55 0.0000 1.50 0.0000 5.01 -0.0003

0.57 0.0000 1.60 0.0000 5.37 -0.0003

0.61 0.0000 1.66 0.0000 5.75 -0.0004

0.65 0.0000 1.78 0.0000 6.17 -0.0005

0.70 0.0000 1.91 0.0000 6.61 -0.0007

0.75 0.0000 2.04 0.0000 7.08 -0.0008

0.78 0.0000 2.19 0.0000 7.59 -0.0010

0.83 0.0000 2.34 0.0000 8.13 -0.0013

0.89 0.0000 2.51 0.0000 8.71 -0.0016

0.96 0.0000 2.69 0.0000 10 -0.0025

1.02 0.0000 2.88 0.0000

1.10 0.0000 3.09 -0.0001

1.14 0.0000 3.55 -0.0001

1.17 0.0000 3.80 -0.0001
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c) Experiment 2: MATLAB code: A = (abs(v2)-abs(V2).Iabs(V2* 100)

f*lOS A f*lOs [Hz] A f*10s A
[Hz] [%] [%] [Hz] [%]

0.46 0.0002 1.26 0.0049 4.07 0.0571

0.48 0.0003 1.30 0.0057 3.37 0.0657

0.51 0.0004 1.40 0.0066 4.68 0.0757

0.55 0.0005 1.50 0.0077 5.01 0.0871

0.57 0.0006 1.60 0.0089 5.37 0.1001

0.61 0.0007 1.66 0.0103 5.75 0.1151

0.65 0.0009 1.78 0.0119 6.17 0.1322

0.70 0.0010 1.91 0.0137 6.61 0.1741

0.75 0.0012 2.04 0.0158 7.08 0.1995

0.78 0.0014 2.19 0.0183 7.59 0.2285

0.83 0.0017 2.34 0.0211 8.13 0.2614

0.89 0.0020 2.51 0.0243 8.71 0.2986

0.96 0.0023 2.69 0.0281 10 0.3879

1.02 0.0027 2.88 0.0324

1.10 0.0031 3.09 0.0373

1.14 0.0037 3.55 0.0430

1.17 0.0042 3.80 0.0496
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d) Experiment 2: MATLAB code: A =(angle(v2)-angle(V2)./angle(y'2*100)

f*10S A f*10s [Hz] A f*10s A
[Hz] [%] [%] [Hz] [%]

0.46 0.0007 1.26 0.0015 4.07 -0.0012

0.48 0.0007 1.30 0.0015 3.37 -0.0024

0.51 0.0007 1.40 0.0016 4.68 -0.0039

0.55 0.0007 1.50 0.0017 5.01 -0.0060

0.57 0.0008 1.60 0.0018 5.37 -0.0086

0.61 0.0008 1.66 0.0019 5.75 -0.0119

0.65 0.0009 1.78 0.0019 6.17 -0.0161

0.70 0.0009 1.91 0.0019 6.61 -0.0251

0.75 0.0009 2.04 0.0019 7.08 -0.0284

0.78 0.0010 2.19 0.0019 7.59 -0.0371

0.83 0.0010 2.34 0.0019 8.13 -0.0482

0.89 0.0011 2.51 0.0017 8.71 -0.0621

0.96 0.0011 2.69 0.0016 10 -0.1020

1.02 0.0012 2.88 0.0013

1.10 0.0013 3.09 0.0009

1.14 0.0013 3.55 0.0004

1.17 0.0014 3.80 -0.0003
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